August, 2017

Welcome to the Ohio State Auxiliary website. We as FOP Auxiliary members are the family members of Law Enforcement Officers. We exist because of the Fraternal Order of Police, but we support all Blue line officers and their family members. If your Leo is an FOP member and you’d like to learn more about joining our auxiliary family or starting your own auxiliary, please contact myself or any member of the state of Ohio Auxiliary board.

The last several years have been difficult for our LEO’s as well as their families. We as auxiliary members need to support them as they leave for their tour, as well as supporting each other. Together we can get through anything. We have auxiliary members that are CIRS trained, sit as the National Peace Officers Memorial chairperson and many members that attend police week to volunteer, help and support the family members our fallen heroes have left behind.

We support many charities such as CIRS, Special Olympics, National Peace Officers Memorial, and a committee that was started a few years ago called the Fallen Hero Committee. This committee gives a plaque with the fallen hero’s name on it and a monetary donation to the FOP lodge or agency (if the hero wasn’t an FOP member) of that fallen hero.

I am honored to sit as President of this amazing organization and hope you will attend one of our meetings. I think I can speak for all of our auxiliary members across the state of Ohio that being a member of this fop family in not only an honor but very rewarding. We live by the motto “NEVER LET THEM WALK ALONE”, this also includes taking care of each other, the family members. I believe after attending a meeting you to will want to join this fine group of blue line family members. I look forward to hearing from you.

Fraternally,

Peggy Mohr,
Ohio State Auxiliary President

Never Let Them Walk Alone